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1 Additional Experiments on MC-GAN
In this supplementary material, we show the additional experimental results on the Caltech-
200 bird [3] and Oxford flower-102 [2] datasets which are widely used in text to image
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). We show additional examples that we could not
include in the Experiment section due to space limitation.

1.1 Another Example of Stack GAN

We give another synthesized examples of MC-StackGAN by Oxford-102 flower dataset. We
also got satisfied images like Caltech-200 bird data.

This flower has purple and white petals 
with a tall stigma.

This flower is yellow in color, and has 
petals that are ruffled and wavy.

This flower has petals that are red and 
has black dots

The petals on this flower are really 
spiky and are purple

The flower has petals that are white 
with yellow stigma.

This flower has light orange petals with 
dark spots and long orange stamens.

Base MC-GAN MC-StackGAN Base MC-GAN MC-StackGAN Base MC-GAN MC-StackGAN

Figure 1: Examples of MC-GAN and MC-StackGAN. From left to right: Base image, the
synthesized image from MC-GAN (128×128), the synthesized image from MC-StackGAN
(128×128) on Oxford-102 flower test dataset

1.2 Comparison using the Synthesis Problem in [1]

Here, we show another examples of multi-modal conditional problem defined in [1]. We
used Oxford-102 flower dataset and performed experiments with the same setup as for the
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Original

The petals are white and the 
stamens are light yellow.

The red flower has no 
visible stamens.

The petals of the flower 
have yellow and red stripes.

Baseline method Our result

The petals are white and the 
stamens are light yellow.

The red flower has no 
visible stamens.

The petals of the flower 
have yellow and red stripes.

The petals of the flower 
have yellow and red stripes.

Figure 2: Example results of the image synthesis problem in [1]. The baseline method [1]
and our method (MC-GAN without mask) on Oxford-102 flower dataset

Caltech-200 bird data. Ours also showed good performance on flower dataset. The style of
the flower changed as the text description, the original shape was well maintained.

1.3 Another Example of Variety and Stability Experiment

Base Noise : 0 Noise : 1 Noise : 0 Noise : 1 Noise : 0 Noise : 1

This is a grew bird that is speckled with brown and 
black and has a long pointed beak.

The bird has brown beak, tarsus and feet, red throat, 
pink breast, and red crown.

A small sized bird that has a yellow belly and head 
with a very short and thin bill

Figure 3: Variety and stability of MC-GAN. The images are generated by linearly interpo-
lating the noise vector z from all-zero to all-one vector on Caltech-200 bird test dataset

We generated more images using linearly interpolating the two noise vectors, which are
all-zero (z0) and all-one (z1) vectors, under the same text and more various image conditions.
For this case, we could also get around half of visually successful samples as can be seen in
Fig 3.
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